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How Would You Like to Do Math?How Would You Like to Do Math?

LatexLatex
\\begin{equationbegin{equation} } 

\\intint {{\\fracfrac { { \\left( 3left( 3\\,{x}^{2}+2 ,{x}^{2}+2 \\right) right) \\sin sin \\left( {x}^{3}+2left( {x}^{3}+2\\,x,x--1 1 \\right) } { right) } { \\left( left( 
\\coscos \\left( {x}^{3}+2left( {x}^{3}+2\\,x,x--1 1 \\right) right) \\right) ^{3}+12right) ^{3}+12\\, , \\left( left( \\coscos \\left( {x}^{3}+2left( {x}^{3}+2\\,x,x--
1 1 \\right) right) \\right) ^{2}right) ^{2}--3}} 3}} dxdx

\\end{equationend{equation}}

MapleMaple
int((3*x^2+2)*sin(x^3+2*xint((3*x^2+2)*sin(x^3+2*x--1)/(cos(x^3+2*x1)/(cos(x^3+2*x--1)^3 + 12*cos(x^3+2*x1)^3 + 12*cos(x^3+2*x--1)^21)^2--3),x);3),x);

MathematicaMathematica
Integrate[(3*x^2+2)*Sin[x^3+2*xIntegrate[(3*x^2+2)*Sin[x^3+2*x--1]/(Cos[x^3+2*x1]/(Cos[x^3+2*x--1]^3 + 12*Cos[x^3+2*x1]^3 + 12*Cos[x^3+2*x--1]^21]^2--3),x]3),x]

I wish I can do it the way I do it on a paper, get some math I wish I can do it the way I do it on a paper, get some math 
help, and play with it !!help, and play with it !!
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ObjectiveObjective

Investigate the use of penInvestigate the use of pen--based devices for based devices for 
mathematical computation and explorationmathematical computation and exploration

Study the key issues when combining Study the key issues when combining penpen--based based 
interfacesinterfaces with with Computer Algebra Systems (CAS)Computer Algebra Systems (CAS)

Build a penBuild a pen--based math system to allow the user to based math system to allow the user to 
follow a pen and paper paradigm for input and follow a pen and paper paradigm for input and 
output while taking advantage of the power of CASoutput while taking advantage of the power of CAS
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MotivationMotivation

Entering mathematical concepts on a computer for presentation Entering mathematical concepts on a computer for presentation 
is tedious and difficult. Ex. using is tedious and difficult. Ex. using MathMLMathML and Latexand Latex

The current interface of CAS, although has improved The current interface of CAS, although has improved 
immensely, it constraints the user to express his thoughts in a immensely, it constraints the user to express his thoughts in a 
command line formcommand line form

Different CAS systems have different languages and commandsDifferent CAS systems have different languages and commands

Manipulation and transformation of expressions in CAS lack Manipulation and transformation of expressions in CAS lack 
intuitiveness when using only keyboard and mouseintuitiveness when using only keyboard and mouse
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ChallengesChallenges

Text recognizers are not suitable:Text recognizers are not suitable:
work with ASCII Characterswork with ASCII Characters
depend on language specific dictionariesdepend on language specific dictionaries
assume input is one dimensionassume input is one dimension

Mathematical symbols are more ambiguous than regular Mathematical symbols are more ambiguous than regular 
texttext
Ex.Ex.
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ChallengesChallenges

Mathematical symbols appear with wide variation in Mathematical symbols appear with wide variation in 
size and do not necessarily follow baselinessize and do not necessarily follow baselines
Ex. superscripts and subscriptsEx. superscripts and subscripts

Correct symbols recognition does not lead to a unique Correct symbols recognition does not lead to a unique 
math expression. math expression. 
Ex. Ex. u(x+yu(x+y)  u times )  u times x+yx+y or u applied to argument or u applied to argument x+yx+y ??

Rendering twoRendering two--dimensional math expressions with linedimensional math expressions with line--
breaking and need for interactivitybreaking and need for interactivity
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MathBrushMathBrush ComponentsComponents
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MathBrushMathBrush ComponentsComponents
User InterfaceUser Interface
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MathBrushMathBrush ComponentsComponents
Character RecognizerCharacter Recognizer

Phases of Character RecognitionPhases of Character Recognition
1.1. Input (Strokes) PreprocessingInput (Strokes) Preprocessing

Stroke joiningStroke joining
ReRe--samplingsampling
Trimming Trimming 
SmoothingSmoothing
NormalizationNormalization

2.2. SegmentationSegmentation
Heuristic ApproachHeuristic Approach
Combine hints to choose the number of strokes in the next symbolCombine hints to choose the number of strokes in the next symbol
Feature Extraction Approach Feature Extraction Approach 
Compare features and use Compare features and use Confusion MatrixConfusion Matrix to resolve conflicts

Ink input 
from 
user 

Character
Recognizer

Bounding 
boxes + 
Ranked 
candidates  

Samples for 
each symbol

Symbols DB

to resolve conflicts
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MathBrushMathBrush ComponentsComponents
Character RecognizerCharacter Recognizer

Phases of Character RecognitionPhases of Character Recognition
1.1. Input (Strokes) PreprocessingInput (Strokes) Preprocessing
2.2. SegmentationSegmentation
3.3. RecognitionRecognition

To produce final confidence the results of the following To produce final confidence the results of the following 
algorithms are combinedalgorithms are combined
Elastic MatchingElastic Matching
Deformable Template MatchingDeformable Template Matching
Structural Chain Code MatchingStructural Chain Code Matching
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MathBrushMathBrush ComponentsComponents
Structural AnalyzerStructural Analyzer

Phases of Structural AnalysisPhases of Structural Analysis
1.1. Determine LayoutDetermine Layout

Build an initial baseline treeBuild an initial baseline tree
Ex.Ex.

2.2. PrePre--ParsingParsing
Refine candidates using expected mathematical contentRefine candidates using expected mathematical content
Ex. matching brackets, matching Integral and Ex. matching brackets, matching Integral and dxdx, Numbers .., Numbers ..

Bounding 
boxes + 
Ranked 
candidates

Structural 
Analyzer

Presentation 
MathML

Structural & 
Semantic 

Types

Symbols DB
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MathBrushMathBrush ComponentsComponents
Structural AnalyzerStructural Analyzer

Phases of Structural AnalysisPhases of Structural Analysis
1.1. Determine LayoutDetermine Layout
2.2. PrePre--ParsingParsing
3.3. Structural GroupingStructural Grouping

Use DB information to generate Use DB information to generate structural confidence structural confidence 
Decide on the best candidate using character and structural confDecide on the best candidate using character and structural confidenceidence

4.4. ParsingParsing
Consult a database of likely expressions to refine the resultConsult a database of likely expressions to refine the result

Ex.Ex.
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MathBrushMathBrush ComponentsComponents
CAS Interface ToolCAS Interface Tool

Presentation 
MathML of input 
expression

CAS Interface Presentation 
MathML of results

Math operation 
to execute
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CAS Systems
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MathBrushMathBrush ComponentsComponents
Math Rendering ToolMath Rendering Tool

Presentation 
MathML of 
expression

Math 
Rendering Tool

Bounding boxes 
for displayRequested 

Output format 
from user

Main FeaturesMain Features
Rendering Presentation Rendering Presentation MathMLMathML following W3C following W3C 
recommendationsrecommendations
Line breakingLine breaking
Output format follows user specificationsOutput format follows user specifications
Rendering short form for math expressionsRendering short form for math expressions
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SummarySummary

ObjectiveObjective
Builds a penBuilds a pen--based math system while using the power based math system while using the power 
of CAS.of CAS.

Current StatusCurrent Status
MathBrushMathBrush a preliminary testbed for testing different a preliminary testbed for testing different 
modules, investigating key issues and getting feedback !!modules, investigating key issues and getting feedback !!

Main FeaturesMain Features
Modular system componentsModular system components
Presentation Presentation MathMLMathML
Interaction between different platforms (C#, C++, and Java)Interaction between different platforms (C#, C++, and Java)
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Future ExtensionsFuture Extensions

Allow the use of more gesturesAllow the use of more gestures
Add dynamic context menusAdd dynamic context menus
Allow for more interaction with the resultsAllow for more interaction with the results
Support new classes of expressions: limits, matrices ..Support new classes of expressions: limits, matrices ..
Use guided input for better character recognitionUse guided input for better character recognition
Personalize the character recognizer database Personalize the character recognizer database 
Train the structural analyzer parametersTrain the structural analyzer parameters
Interface with more math systemsInterface with more math systems
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